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Goal

q Operation of Processing

q Energy Harvester Circuitry

As the figure shows, the percentage efficiency is at the 
highest point for 300ohms. And the efficiency is 
increasing as the power level goes up. For 300ohms RL, 
the efficiency can reach 48.7% in the 13dBm power level.

q Design a Narrowband energy harvester which could process 900 MHz 
signal.

q Design a pi circuit to achieve tuning and matching purpose with a 900 
MHz dipole antenna.

q Improve the efficiency of the energy harvester. 

Methodology 

Results 
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Narrowband Energy Harvester

Research Challenges
q Soldering 1mmx2mm electrical components precisely on particular 

locations of a 43mmx14mm PCB is very time-consuming. Any unwell 
soldering will cause an open circuit and breaking current. 

q the PCB design &Schematic software, Eagle is always difficult to a 
beginner. Variant issues happened during the design such as layer 
problems.

Motivations and Objectives
q Motivations

§ The commercial energy harvesters are mostly wideband harvesters 
which have lower efficiency and more expenditure for business 
purpose. We want to design a narrowband energy harvester that 
can only match with a specific frequency (900 MHz). In this way, we 
can get a much better power efficiency and achieve the truly 
wireless charging in the future.

q Objectives

§ A pi circuit which can match a 900 MHz can improve the efficiency 
of the energy harvester.

§ Design a voltage doubler that can help turn on the rectifier diode 
and improve the output voltages.

q PCB

q Single Doubler scheme &PCB

The figure shows the comparison of two boards. The old 
board refers to the design without transformer and the 
new board refers to the design with a transformer. The 
one with transform perform much better in the power 
level between -10dBm to 5dBm than the one without a 
transformer. 
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